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KH: Thank you Philippe that was really interesting! Do you have any more information on how 
nature is constructed in the book of genesis? 

EJ: Very interesting perspective. Thank you. 

YP: thank you 

Pv: thanks Philippe for this view 

JB: Thank you. A core topic. I enjoyed some of your insights very much. thought provoking. 

PE: Hello Everyone, I'm here to welcome comments and questions 

PE: Thank you Malte 

PE: @Marie-Anne : Philippe Descola gives intersting exemples in different books, I would also 
recommend Marshall Sahlins 

PE: Daliel Quinn also has great reflexions on all this 

PE: Sorry, Daniel Quinn 

PE: I don't have a more specific source for ethnobotany 

PE: in indigenous cultures. I gathered informations here and there 

PE: But Françaois Couplan also has some great stuff in "La Nature nous sauvera" (Nature will save 
us, don't know if it's been translated) 

PE: @Karoline : sorry, I don't but just reading the text is quite telling 

PE: oups, sorry again : François Couplan 

PE: @Karoline : aside from the theological aspect, if you want to dig the subject you would have to 
look at how monotheist religions appeared in the wake of grain agriculture 

PE: Thank you all for your comments ! 

MR: This is a great observation, Phillippe. 

MR: Marie-Anne, I have a book on my reading list you may want to look at too. It's called "Tending 
the Wild", about Californian peoples use of the land.. 

MH: I would really love to hear about any further readings in ethnobotany, indegenous forest 
managment, etc... 

MH: Being originally from Canada, with native american ancestry, it's always been fascinating to me 
the concept of human managed sustainable large scale forest gardens. 

MH: thanks Robin, found that one today coincidentally XD 

MH: Thanks! 

MH: I found this one today which I am considering: Ancient Pathways, Ancestral Knowledge: 

MH: thank you 

TB: Need to change & need to cool down ! 

AA: Thank you! 

RK: @Marie-Anne: I can highly recommend "Braiding sweetgrass" of Robin Wall-Klimmerer 

Ss: Thanks for this! 

JF: Thank you Phillipe. 

JS: Thank you Philippe! 

PL: Thank you for giving such a deep perspective and not in your native language! 

GN: Thankyou. I liked the illustration/metaphor to clarify the paradox. Maybe a new spiritual 
paradigm can join the two fundamentals together. Very interesting! 

 


